Compliance as a
Service
DON’T BE AFRAID. OKAY, BE A LITTLE AFRAID.
Securing your data against today’s increasingly aggressive threats is a full-time job in itself: Buying, deploying and
managing firewalls, Intrusion Detection & Prevention systems and Anti-Virus/Anti-Spam software ties up valuable IT
resources and costs you time and money. And if your business requires PCI or HIPAA compliance, the cost and complexities
grow exponentially. Compliance-as-a-Service puts the security experts at Jelecos to work guarding the fort while you get
back to the business of doing business.

Fully-managed Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliant environment means we
do most of the work in getting you fully certified

Tier III / SSAE-16 / SOC compliant datacenter environments built on best practices
and industry standards

Security features such as Intrusion Prevention, and Detection, vulnerability scanning
and 2-factor authentication give you the peace of mind you need to do business in today’s
compliance-driven market
Compliance management can be a full-time job, a costly and complex tangle of rules and regulations best left to the
experts. At Jelecos, our standards-based perimeter security and PCI-compliant environment is ready for your most
rigorous audits; we’ll help you navigate the twists and turns of PCI Compliancy and build a secure computing platform
you can trust, with the expert advice and personal service you’d expect from a leader in managed security services. Why
build a compliant environment from scratch when Jelecos can provide PCI-ready computing as a monthly service?

Compliance-as-a-Service Features

LOCK IT DOWN
Jelecos builds everything with security and compliance in mind. The
Jelecos Compliance-Ready Environment is built to IT best-practices,
and our SSAE-16 certified data center facilities allow for end-to-end
compliance solutions to meet any business need.

IN-HOUSE EXPERTISE
Security is our business. Jelecos is one of the only service providers in
the region that is third-party certified in both Infrastructure and
Application Development methodologies, and our skilled engineers
have hands-on experience building systems to rigorous PCI-DSS
standards.

Help Desk Assistance

✓

Comprehensive, hands-on audit support

✓

Managed Intrusion Prevention

✓

Real-time threat detection, response and escalation

✓

Segmented compliant network architecture

✓

Detailed logging and reporting of security events

✓

File Integrity Monitoring (FIM) on production web and
database servers

✓

Two-factor authentication for VPN Access

✓

Secure Certificate Management

✓

Managed, redundant dedicated firewalls

✓

Internal & External Systems Vulnerability Scans

✓

CALL JELECOS TODAY
We’re ready to assist you with your compliance needs, so call Jelecos today at
402.955.0489 to speak with a sales representative.

